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Diversity in Globalization:
Organizational Change in Argentina, South Korea and Spain

Conventional wisdom has it that the world is undergoing rapid globalization. Although academic and popular writers have described this process in a myriad ways, there seems to be wide agreement among those who claim globalization is in fact happening that it compels countries, industries and firms to converge towards a single, most efficient or adaptive, pattern. I argue against this modernist, flat-earth view of globalization. Countries and organizations do not gravitate towards a supposedly universal model of economic success in order to cope with globalization, as a few dissenting voices have pointed out. Rather, they strive to be different, namely, to leverage their unique economic, political and social advantages in the global marketplace. In this paper I first outline the contours of the debate over globalization and economic development, then illustrate the dynamics of organizational change under conditions of globalization with a comparison of the wine and liquor industries of Argentina, South Korea and Spain. Lastly, I compare the ways in which these three countries have coped with globalization and raise a number of key issues about this cardinal process of our time.

I. GLOBALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Observers and theorists of globalization have variously argued that the rapid increase in cross-border economic, social, technological and cultural exchange is civilizing, destructive or feeble, to borrow Albert Hirschman’s (1982) celebrated metaphors. Harold Levitt’s “Globalization of Markets” (1983), Kenichi Ohmae’s Borderless World (1990), and John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene’s Megatrends 2000 (1990) all promise a world of boundless prosperity and consumer joy as a result of globalization, i.e. the global as civilizing. In sharp contrast to this view, the historian Paul Kennedy warns in Preparing for the Twenty-First Century (1993) against our lack of structures to deal with a global world, while political economist Dani Rodrik rings a similar bell of alarm in Has Globalization Gone Too Far? (1997) concerning the increasingly free international economic and financial flows. Like in the civilizing view, the destructive interpretation regards globalization as leading to convergence, albeit predicting harmful rather than beneficial consequences. Unlike the adherents to either the civilizing or the destructive views of globalization, there are also a few skeptics who see globalization as a feeble process that has failed to advance enough to challenge the nation-state and other basic features of the modern world, namely, Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson’s Globalization in Question (1996), and Robert Wade’s “Globalization and Its Limits” (1996). As captured in Figure 1, the literature on globalization has grown over the last fifteen years much faster than the economic, political, social or demographic phenomena which it supposedly attempts to document and explain.

In this paper—and in the book on which it is based—I cast doubt on the civilizing and destructive metaphors of globalization by documenting that this process actually encourages diversity in economic action and organizational form rather than convergence. I also refute the feeble metaphor on the grounds that globalization is in fact redefining the modern world.
as we knew it. My argument about diversity rests on the assumption that the study of globalization needs to be firmly rooted in the debate about economic development. Globalization and economic development are intimately related to each other (Giddens 1990:63-65; Kobrin 1998; Sklair 1991; Waters 1995). In fact, globalization is simply impossible without development. In turn, globalization is not only the result of an intensification of long-standing trends—such as increasing cross-border flows of goods, money and people, and a growing mutual awareness and interdependence among social, economic and political units in the world—but also the very context in which development has taken place during the post World War II period. Economic development is about finding politically feasible, ideologically tolerable, and economically workable combinations of domestic and foreign resources to promote growth. Obsessed with the obstacles to economic growth, previous theories of development neglected that countries and firms look for ways to be different. An institutional perspective on development emphasizes how countries and firms seek to find a unique place for themselves under the sun of the global economy.

While most previous theories of development have seen global forces as tending either towards convergence or towards duality and oppression, there is ample evidence suggesting that governments and countries can and do exercise choice in the global economy (Boix 1998; Campbell 1998a; Garrett 1998; Gilpin 1987; Haggard 1990). In making decisions, they follow their political and ideological instincts and preferences, and they try to strike a balance among competing claims and pressures. Like governments, organizational actors such as labor unions and firms also respond in a variety of ways to globalization, adopting different approaches and organizational forms. Following economic sociologists (Smelser and Swedberg 1994), I take actors' preferences as problematic, and assume that they may shift over time as they learn how to cope with globalization.

Theoretical Approaches to Development and Globalization

Economic development and globalization have always been central research topics in the social sciences. Right from their beginning as scholarly disciplines, sociology and economics concerned themselves with industrialization and socioeconomic change (Giddens 1990; Robertson 1992; Smelser 1976; Smelser and Swedberg 1994). Such pivotal social scientists as Comte, Saint-Simon, Spencer, Marx, Durkheim, Weber and Parsons developed theories to understand the social and economic change induced by industrialization, and could be considered as pioneering theorists of globalization as well (Albrow 1997; Robertson 1992; Waters 1995). However, the systematic study of the causes of economic development and underdevelopment, and the formulation of specific prescriptions as to how to generate economic growth, did not start until the end of World War II. The time was then ripe for development studies to flourish: economies had to be reconstructed, colonies were emancipating themselves, and the two superpowers competed with each other to extend their influence throughout the developing world (Bell 1987; Gereffi 1994b; McMichael 1996). Not surprisingly, the first students of economic growth adopted a “developmentalist” approach, first cast in terms of modernization and later of dependency.

The publication of Walt W. Rostow’s Stages of Economic Growth in 1960 marked the heyday of modernization theory. In his view, countries progress from “undeveloped” to “developed” via five stages as long as the right value incentives are in place: traditional society, preconditions for take-off, take-off, maturity, and high mass-consumption. Each stage is a prerequisite for the next because new political, economic and social institutions make possible ever more economically advanced and differentiated activities over time, a
point also underscored by Kerr, Dunlop, Harbison and Myers in their landmark book, *Industrialism and Industrial Man* [1960]. Political scientists (e.g. Apter 1965) refined the argument when asserting that the primary engine of change was a piecemeal shift from traditional to modern values, i.e., a transformation of authority structures, a perspective also embraced by many sociologists (see the review by Smelser 1976:144-163). As reflected in Table 1, the modernization approach to economic development regards globalization as a civilizing force. In addition, modernization theorists thought of economic development as contributing to a “shrinking” of the world, a convergence of economies and societies, a trend towards homogeneity (Kerr et al. [1960]; see also Robertson 1992:91; Waters 1995:13-19). In their eyes, traditionalism stood in the way as the main impediment to economic growth, and development could only occur if a modernizing elite acted as the agent of change (Rostow 1960:4-12, 26). This argument translated into the prediction that large-scale enterprises would eventually dominate the economy as family firms and cooperatives decline in importance.

Modernization’s tenets were challenged early on by a second strand of developmentalist thinking. During the 1950s and 1960s dependency scholars noted that developing countries were dependent on more advanced ones, often former colonizers, for capital, technology and access to markets. Dependency theorists observed that the “terms of trade” between advanced and developing countries tended to evolve against the latter, who would become more impoverished as they engaged in international trade (Prebisch 1950). Thus, the tendency of capitalist development was to create oppressive relationships between developed and underdeveloped countries as first-world multinational corporations sought to exploit their oligopolistic advantages in developing countries (Haggard 1990:16-21). According to dependency theorists, only an autonomous state bureaucracy capable of imposing a logic of import-substitution industrialization could offer a feasible solution to dependency in the long run. Thus, policies were consciously designed to discourage imports and promote local production (Prebisch 1950; Frank 1967; Cardoso and Faletto [1973]; see Table 1). Other leading theorists such as Hirschman (1958, 1968) endorsed import-substitution industrialization as one way of turning “unbalanced growth,” shortages and bottlenecks into sustainable economic development, a position that stood in sharp contrast to the staged model of modernization theorists.

Immanuel Wallerstein (1974) proposed another influential theory of development that emphasized systemic patterns of dependence in the world economy. Wallerstein saw underdevelopment as the result of a country’s integration into the modern “world-system” created by the capitalist development of Western Europe since the 16th century. Thus, the longer a country remains outside the world-system, the more easily it will develop (Ragin and Chirot 1984:292-294). In this view, global capitalist forces have not only generated oppression and duality between the “core,” on the one hand, and the undeveloped “periphery” and developing “semiperiphery,” on the other, but also a momentum of their own as the capitalist world-system inexorably experiences a series of recurrent crises that result from its inherent contradictions. Unlike dependency theorists, however, states (and not social classes) are central to world-system analysis because they manage the social problems generated by the expansion of world capitalism and thus contribute to the stabilization of the world-system (Waters 1995:22-26). Dependency theory and world-system analysis generally lead to the prediction that business groups with ties to foreign multinationals and to the state—Evans’s 1979) famous ‘triple alliance’—will predominate in the economy.

Dependency theory and world-system analysis lost clout during the 1980s and 1990s. Two other approaches—late industrialization and neoclassical economics—have come to
dominate debates about policy making over the last fifteen years. The origin of the late industrialization thesis dates back to the pioneering work of Gerschenkron (1962), who argued that economic laggards must engage in certain price distortion and protectionist policies so as to stimulate export-oriented economic activity. More recently, Johnson (1982), Amsden (1989) and Wade (1990) have refined this model and provided extensive empirical evidence on the Japanese, South Korean, and Taiwanese cases, respectively. Amsden (1989, 1994) has provided the most elaborate account of the theory. Globalization and development are seen as processes of “catching up” which exhibit certain patterns of convergence, including the growth of large enterprises in industries similar to those found in the advanced countries. A “developmental state” is proposed as the key actor whose role it is to distort prices using subsidies and protectionism so as to encourage local firms to increase investment, production, and exports. The emphasis on export-led growth clearly sets late industrialization theory apart from dependency approaches, even though both theories see an autonomous state as the key actor. Because of its emphasis on scale economies and subsidized credit, late-industrialization theory agrees with dependency theory in predicting the rise of large business groups with arm’s length relationships with foreign multinationals.

By contrast to the dependency and late development approaches, recent neoclassical theory and practice of development and reform argue that “market-friendly” policies and “getting the prices right” are the only sustainable way of achieving high growth (Balassa et al. 1986). They take globalization as a given, arguing that countries cannot possibly ignore or resist its convergent and homogenizing effects without paying a dire price. Like modernization theorists, market-driven economic reformers see the global economy as a civilizing force. Unlike modernization theory, however, gradualism is abandoned in favor of swift deregulation or transition to the free market, a strategy commonly known as “shock therapy” (Sachs 1993). Although countries are asked to dismantle most of the state regulatory apparatus, careful attention is given to the role of an autonomous technocracy that is supposed to impose a logic of market-driven reform on actors. Countries are advised to emulate a laissez-faire model, to expose their economies to the winds of global investment and trade (see Table 1). Although macroeconomists have rarely made predictions as to the resulting organizational forms, other economists have argued that in developing or transitional economies market failure is rampant. Thus, business groups emerge in order to internalize inefficient markets for managerial talent, worker skills, capital, and intermediate goods (Leff 1978, 1979; Caves 1989).

The Curse of Modernity in Development Studies and an Institutional Alternative

Modernization, dependency, world-system, late-industrialization and neoclassical theories have shared the stage of development studies and policy-making over the last half century. This book’s contention is that previous theories of development suffer from an infatuation with what Jürgen Habermas has called “the project of modernity,” or the revolt “against the normalizing functions of tradition” (Habermas 1983:5, 8; Guillén 1997). Modernity is “the imposition of practical rationality upon the rest of the world through the agency of the state and the mechanism of the market, [and] the generation of universal ideas to encompass the diversity of the world” (Albrow 1997:33; see also Robertson 1992:97-105). Modernism—the cultural glorification of things modern—developed a fascination towards the “regularity, continuity and speed of technology and mass production” and a taste for the “one best way” to fix social and economic problems (Guillén 1997: 697).

Common to the main five theories of development are three quintessentially modernist
features. First, development is about overcoming obstacles rather than building on strengths (other than those captured by the rather narrow concept of comparative advantage in the case of neoclassical theories). Tradition, dependency, peripheral status, right prices or wrong prices—depending on the theory—are constructed as stumbling blocks standing in the way of development. Thus, countries must eliminate or circumvent such obstacles so as to develop economically (Bell 1987; Biggart and Guillén 1999; Evans and Stephens 1988; Portes and Kincaid 1989).

Previous theories of development assume not only that there are discernible, self-evident obstacles to development but also that the policy prescriptions proposed to overcome such obstacles apply to most, if not the whole range, of developing countries. Thus, little, if any, serious attention is paid to historical particularity or institutional variation when it comes to extrapolating specific success stories into general policy recipes. As Haggard (1990:9) has put it, development theories are intrinsically voluntaristic in their view of how to overcome obstacles. For them, “policy is simply a matter of making the right choices; ‘incorrect’ policy reflects misguided ideas or lack of political ‘will,’” and “economic successes can be broadly replicated if only ‘correct’ policy choices are made” (Haggard 1990:21). This universality of application and replication represents a second modernist feature of previous theories.

The third modernist feature is the intimate linkage that previous theories establish between economic development and the modern nation-state, both as a geographic entity and as an agent of change (Block 1994; Evans and Stephens 1988; McMichael 1996; Pieterse 1996). Development policies—as proposed and interpreted by a modernizing elite, an autonomous state bureaucracy or a cadre of neoclassical economic experts—are instruments designed to accelerate the growth of the national economy.4

In contrast to the main theories of the last fifty years, modernist each in its own way, this book approaches economic development as a process by which countries and firms seek to find a unique place for themselves in the global economy that allows them to build on their preexisting economic, social and political advantages and to learn selectively from the patterns of behavior of other countries and actors. Following the institutional tradition in social science, variation and diversity of economic action and form are seen as providing multiple solutions to the complex problem of economic performance (Biggart and Guillén 1999; Geertz 1963; Stinchcombe 1983). The approach taken in this book runs parallel to Geertz’s “critique of conceptions which reduce matters to uniformity, to homogeneity, to like-mindedness-to consensus,” preferring instead to open things up “to divergence and multiplicity, to the non-coincidence of kinds and categories” (Geertz 1998:107). Not unlike the modernist view of the world, however, an institutional perspective does accept progress as a goal.

An institutional perspective on development sees globalization as promoting diversity and renewal. Although globalization has some of its roots in the tremendous expansion of trade, investment, communication and consumption across the borders of nation-states over the post World War II period (Louch, Hargittai and Centeno 1998; Sklair 1991), it is not merely a continuation of modernity or modernization, as social theorists such as Anthony Giddens (1990:64, 1991:22) have argued. However, one does not need to go as far as Martin Albrow (1997:100, 101) and declare that globalization is the “transition to a new era rather than the apogee of the old.” For the purposes of this book, suffice it to argue that “globality restores the boundlessness of culture and promotes the endless renewability and diversification of cultural expression rather than homogenization or hybridization” (Albrow 1997:144; see also Mittelman 1996).
As Nicole Biggart and I have recently proposed, development studies can learn a new theoretical and methodological vocabulary from organizational and management scholarship, which has long emphasized firms and industries as “phenomenological accomplishments embedded in institutional ‘logics’ that shape possible strategies of action” (Biggart and Guillén 1999; see also Clegg and Hardy 1996, and Nord and Fox 1996). Different logics enable different types of actors to engage in different activities. Such logics vary greatly across and within countries, and represent not obstacles but rather resources for development. Institutional logics are sense-making frames that provide understandings of what is legitimate and reasonable (Barley and Tolbert 1997; Powell and DiMaggio 1991; Scott 1995; Smelser and Swedberg 1994). Those who act outside institutionalized frames or in disregard of acceptable roles are regarded as illegitimate or not knowledgeable. Only practices or organizational forms that “make sense” to preexisting actors are adopted. Foreign models seen as a threat to preexisting roles and arrangements are rejected (Arias and Guillén 1998; Cole 1989; Djelic 1998; Dobbin 1994; Fligstein 1990; Guillén 1994, 1998a; Kenney and Florida 1993; Orrù, Biggart, and Hamilton 1997; Westney 1987).

Unlike previous theories of development, the institutional approach takes the social organization specific to a given region, country or set of countries as resources for development rather than as obstacles. Thus, preexisting institutional arrangements are regarded in this book as the path-dependent context of action, as guiding and enabling socially embedded action (Douglas 1986; Geertz 1973:220; Granovetter 1985; Swidler 1986). Following the institutional perspective, Biggart and Guillén (1999) have argued that organizing logics vary substantially in different social milieus. For example, in some settings it is “normal” to raise business capital through family ties, while in others this is an “inappropriate” imposition and fostering ties to banks or to foreign investors might be a more successful fund-raising strategy. Logics are the product of historical development, are deeply rooted in collective understandings and cultural practice, and resilient in the face of changing circumstance. Culture and social organization provide not only ideas and values, but also strategies of action.

It is important to note that a sociological concept of institutions as constituting actors, and guiding and providing resources for action, stands in contrast with the economic view of institutions as mechanisms to overcome anomalies, e.g. market failure due to the costliness of measurement and enforcement (North 1990, 1997; Williamson 1985). Institutions do much more than fill in the gaps of the market. The institutional perspective on development also represents a radical departure from economic theories of comparative advantage in two respects. First, it considers social and political endowments in addition to economic ones (Biggart and Orrù 1997). And second, it takes economic, social and political resources as malleable, socially constructed and subject to change. A country’s institutional resources and logics, though resilient, are not to be seen as entirely fixed. Rather, they are subject to social construction and transformation over time through the agency of the various economic and political actors, including the state (Biggart and Guillén 1999; Storper and Salais 1997).

As reflected in the last column of Table 1, the institutional perspective argues that development is about matching organizing logics to opportunities made available by the global economy to countries and organizations. The institutional perspective on development has its intellectual roots in the classic comparative analyses of industrialization by Bendix (1956) and Dore (1973), which underscored that economic and organizational
arrangements spring from social structure. It takes institutional logics as repositories of distinctive capabilities that allow firms and countries to pursue certain activities in the global economy more successfully than others, thus echoing the so-called resource-based view of the firm (Nelson 1995; Nelson and Winter 1982). It also builds on: (1) Schumpeter's (1934) society-centered theory of development, which highlights the role of the innovative entrepreneur as the main engine of development; (2) the “varieties of capitalism” research tradition, as initially outlined by Polanyi (1944), and subsequently developed by political economists and political scientists (Boyer 1996; Hollingsworth et al. 1994; Katzenstein 1985; Lindberg et al. 1991; Piore and Sabel 1984; Sabel 1982; Storper and Salais 1997; Streeck 1991, 1995); and (3) institutional analyses of the transition from plan to market (Stark and Bruszt 1998). All of these scholars argue one way or another that there are multiple solutions to the problem of economic performance.

Elements of an Institutional Approach: Actors and Relationships

As a society-centered approach to development, the institutional perspective advanced in this book focuses on the categories of actors and the types of relationships among them that social organization enables and sustains over time. These are the two central elements of an institutional theory of development, especially in a context of globalization (Biggart and Guillén 1998; Hollingsworth et al. 1994; Smelser and Swedberg 1994; Stark and Bruszt 1998; Storper and Salais 1997). In this book, the availability and legitimacy of different categories of actors—individuals, families, large companies, business groups, banks, small and medium firms, networks of firms, state-owned enterprises, worker-owned cooperatives, foreign multinationals, and, of course, the state itself—are invoked to explain how countries develop and firms make a dent in international competition. Ideologies, taken-for-granted assumptions, politics and geopolitical conditions will be used to understand which categories of actors are legitimate in a particular country (Haggard 1990; McGuire 1994).

The second element, relationships between actors, points to a major departure from previous theories of development. The post World War II period’s modernist obsession with the territorial nation-state as the target of development efforts elevated location as the key variable in development studies. An actor’s location in geographic space—defined as a system of generally non-overlapping nation-states—became a key determinant of its possible role in the global economy, basically because of the factor-endowment issues so intimately related to location. Development scholars studied nation-states as having various degrees of control over relatively immobile factor endowments and actors located within their territorial boundaries. Actors were literally trapped in their local environments and it was the duty of the state to mobilize them in the pursuit of economic growth (McMichael 1996; see also Kogut 1991).

Location matters in a global world because it shapes the very ability, propensity and desire of actors to network. Thus, social, cultural, political and even geopolitical conditions facilitate or privilege different types of relationships, e.g. vertical, horizontal, cooperative, competitive, domestic or cross-border. In a context of globalization, Gereffi (1994a, 1994b) has proposed a particularly useful distinction between “producer-driven” or push linkages to the global economy, and “buyer-driven” or pull linkages, both of which emerge from the increasing international division of labor produced by globalization (Giddens 1990:75-76; Kogut 1985). A vertical pattern of social organization (e.g. Korea’s patronialism) facilitates producer-driven linkages fostering large-scale, capital-intensive activities by local firms, while a horizontal pattern (Taiwan’s family business networks) enable buyer-driven
linkages leading to flexible, knowledge-intensive activities (Biggart and Guillén 1999; Orrù et al. 1997). In addition to push and pull linkages, countries may also relate to the global economy by means of direct ownership ties. In certain societies, for example, prevailing social organizational patterns or ideologies have fostered relationships between certain categories of domestic and foreign actors, or simply allowed foreign actors unrestricted access to the country. This pattern of linkage to the global economy has proved essential to the development of countries such as Ireland, Singapore, Puerto Rico and Spain (Dietz 1986; Huff 1994; Shirlow ed. 1995; Suárez 1998). I use these three types of relationships—push, pull and direct—to make arguments about diversity and renewal in the global economy.

In many ways, an institutional approach to development in an era of globalization shares much intellectual ground with the “cultural turn” in sociology (Robertson 1992:32-48). In particular, a theory of development centered on actors and relationships highlights reflexivity as the process through which actors acquire the ability to participate in social and economic life in relation to others (Mead 1934). Modernist theories of economic development neglected the reflexive aspect of actors’ behavior as socially constructed behavior, as action rooted in patterns of social organization, thus making it very difficult to make sense of their resilient desire to be different.

Globalization offers a unique opportunity to reassess the role of the state and to bring society—actors and networks of relationships—back into the study of economic development and organizational change. The challenge of a “critical globalism” is, as Pieterse (1996:554, 560) argues, to theorize about each and every of the realms impinging on development: the state, the market, the civil society and international forces. From this critical globalist perspective, states, firms, labor unions, community groups and other associations are neither asked to resist globalization nor to celebrate it, but rather to engage it, to make choices, to be selective, to assess and reassess how they relate to the global economy.

A Comparative Study of Argentina, South Korea and Spain

Economic development and globalization are not uniform and homogenizing processes, either in their causes or in their consequences. Rather, they are contingent, contradictory, and discontinuous (Guillén 2000). It therefore makes sense to assess development and globalization in comparative terms so as to explore the range of possibilities that exist and the variations in organizational form and structure that result from them.

My choice of countries for intensive comparative study follows the variation-finding comparative approach (Skocpol 1984:368-374; Tilly 1984:116-124). The analysis focuses on three newly industrialized countries—Argentina, South Korea and Spain—which illustrate three ideal-typically divergent “paths to development” over the last fifty years. Back in the late 1940s and 1950s the three countries were fairly similar in terms of the importance of agriculture and the structure of their (limited) manufacturing activities. Moreover, they attempted to develop their manufacturing industries by protecting domestic producers from foreign trade and investment. Over time, however, they diverged in significant ways. I document how Argentine firms have remained largely oriented to the domestic market as policies towards foreign investors and traders oscillated between relative open and closed conditions. By contrast, South Korean firms have pursued export-oriented growth under restrictive policies towards foreign investors and traders. Finally, Spanish firms have also become more export oriented but, unlike Korean companies, under conditions of free foreign investment and trade. As reflected in Figure 2 and Table 2, these trends have translated into distinctive “development paths” in terms of foreign trade and exports. Similarly, labor
unions have come to adopt very different attitudes and policies towards globalization and foreign multinationals in each country, even though they started from virtually identical positions back in the 1950s. Although I pay some attention to the aggregate economic performance of countries, the book focuses on how labor unions and different types of firms respond to globalization, documenting that this cardinal process of our time encourages diversity and renewal at the industry and firm levels of analysis.

II. THE WINE & LIQUOR INDUSTRY

Let me illustrate the interplay between globalization and organizational change with the wine and liquor industries of Argentina, South Korea and Spain, one of the nine systematic comparisons that I make in the various chapters of the book to document diversity in globalization. I have chosen to present in this paper the wine and liquor industry because it speaks well to some of the general themes in the book: the interplay between large and small organizations; the unintended consequences of state policies; and the ingenuity of entrepreneurs. Since this industry is typically populated by small and medium enterprises, let me briefly point out how previous research has dealt with the role that such enterprises play in economic development and globalization.

Small and Medium Enterprises in a Global Economy

An institutional theory of development in a context of globalization certainly argues against the notion that modern technology requires the growth of ever bigger organizations. More frequently than not, industries have become dominated by large-scale enterprises due to the monopolistic actions of firms or to state regulation rather than the supposedly inescapable effects of technology. Globalization enhances the role of the ability to network over sheer size. Networks of organizations can certainly undertake large-scale activities without necessarily creating large, integrated organizations (Perrow 1992; Powell 1990). Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) have long attracted the attention of scholars. In a famous essay, Alfred Marshall (1919) sang the praises of small firms in “industrial districts” as an alternative to large-scale corporations. Smallness has been described in the literature as beautiful (Schumacher 1975), bountiful (Granovetter 1983), and irresistibly competitive (Naisbitt 1994). Smaller firms are assumed to be more flexible, adaptive, innovative and perhaps more socially desirable because they spread wealth (Hamilton and Biggart 1988; Perrow 1992; Piore and Sabel 1983; Sabel and Zeitlin 1985; Snodgrass and Biggs 1996:11-12).

More often than not, however, modernist policy-makers have either ignored SMEs altogether or tried to foster their role in the economy through largely ineffective programs seeking to encourage their growth and internationalization in an attempt to compensate for other policies biased in favor of large firms (Snodgrass and Biggs 1996). For example, Argentina’s erratic populist policies frequently sidetracked SMEs while incentives and emergency programs privileged large firms, whether affiliated to the state, business groups or foreign multinational enterprises (MNEs). Korea’s nationalist policy-making only had room for large firms affiliated to the chaebol. Spain’s pragmatic model paid considerable attention to attracting large multinationals to the country, but this policy was not necessarily in conflict with the well-being of SMEs.

Much of the literature on SMEs is intriguingly one-sided in its approach to the role that this kind of company ought to play in economic development (Ettlinger 1997). An unwarranted assumption runs through many otherwise sound analyses, i.e., that all countries...
should have a “large” sector of SMEs regardless of the social structure of the country and the competitiveness of the firms in terms of foreign trade and investment. Most accounts of SMEs are insensitive to the different ways in which they seek to play a role in the global economy. An institutional theory of development argues that SMEs are not necessary merely in large numbers but in terms of being innovative and internationally competitive, an argument that is well illustrated by the wine and liquor industry.

The Wine & Liquor Industry in Argentina, South Korea and Spain

The alcoholic beverages industry has rarely been the target of extensive development efforts on the part of the state. The relatively small size of the industry, the importance of traditional production methods and the small scale of operations have generally rendered it relatively unattractive for modernist policy-makers attempting to accelerate economic growth. Even in the liquor industry, where automation and economies of scale are more feasible, states have tended not to intrude. However, to the extent that agricultural interests have political clout, wine and liquor companies have benefited from trade protectionism. The wine and liquor industries are also affected by government policy in indirect ways. First, industrialization and migration to the cities is likely to create labor shortages in the countryside, thus encouraging mechanization of agricultural and wine production. And second, the formation of urban working and middle classes as a result of industrialization tends to increase the demand for wine and other alcoholic beverages.

In the sections below I compare the fortunes of selected Argentine, South Korean and Spanish wine and liquor producers to illustrate how state policies and institutions affect international competitiveness. Mimicking their intrusive practices in other industries, the Argentine and Korean states also intervened in wine and liquor production, with distinctively harmful consequences. By contrast, the Spanish state stayed away from the industry, while its open policy towards multinationals had beneficial indirect effects on the country’s wineries.

Argentine Wine Fordism

The Argentine wine industry began with Spanish colonization around 1560. Wine production remained stagnant until the big immigration wave of the second half of the 19th century brought about a steep increase in grapevine plantings. The next period of rapid growth took place during the 1950s and 1960s, as rising incomes in the cities produced by import-substitution industrialization generated strong demand for wine that had to be fulfilled by local wineries. By 1970, Argentines consumed more wine per capita than any other country in the world (over 90 liters annually), and total production was only surpassed by France, Italy, Spain and Russia. As was typical of other industries in Argentina at this time, virtually all production was consumed domestically, with exports being negligible. Roughly 95 percent of sales was accounted for by low-quality table wine (Tizio 1995).

The collapse of import substitution after 1975, and the inability of subsequent neoliberal and left-of-center policy-makers to fix the economy, wreaked havoc on the industry. Per capita consumption and domestic production plummeted to about half of the record 1970 level. Although the share of table wine in total production fell during the 1980s from 95 to 75 percent, exports failed to increase significantly. The economic boom of the 1990s, coupled with an overvalued currency, has again diverted the attention of the industry away from exports and towards an expanding domestic market. Moreover, most exports are still
of table wine or semi-processed grape juice that other countries—especially Spain—use to produce low-quality wine in years of production shortages. While there are 1,500 wineries in Argentina, only 30 are engaged in exports. With a wine industry only one tenth the size of Argentina’s, Chile exports three times as much.7

The Argentine wine industry’s development is aptly labeled as “Fordist.” A standardized, low-quality grape juice is mass produced in large-scale wineries located on the foothills of the Andes. Part of it is bottled on location, but a significant proportion is transported by railroad to the Buenos Aires for bottling and sale. The state-owned company Giol was for many years the world’s largest winery. Another Argentine firm, family-controlled Peñaflor, built in 1971 the largest wine mixing tank in the world, a cylinder measuring 36 meters in diameter and 10 in height. It is so large that the company rents it for parties and reunions of several hundred people. Let us explain in more detail why these two firms decided to become Fordist wine producers, a strategy that, while effective for grains and oilseeds, seems implausible for wines.

Giol was originally founded in the 1890s by two Italian immigrants. It grew slowly until 1954 when the government of the Province of Mendoza bought it with the intention of regulating the market and guaranteeing small grape growers a buyer. President Perón’s “bread and wine” policies for the working class assured Giol an important role to play, which would persist over time even after the General’s fall from power. As a state-owned enterprise, Giol grew rapidly to become the largest winery in the world, with 3,500 employees. It fulfilled its function as a policy instrument. In the typical inward-oriented style of populist policymaking, the firm’s role in the wine industry was seen as the provider of jobs in the province, guarantor of minimum prices for growers and supplier of affordable table wines for the large urban markets of Buenos Aires, Córdoba and other major cities. Given the inconsistencies inherent to this set of goals, the company suffered from severe financial losses, especially during the 1970s and 1980s, which the official credit institutions were happy to subsidize. Giol was unable to improve quality standards.

Giol also is an important case study because it was one of the first large state-owned enterprises to be privatized in Argentina. In the late 1980s, three years before the currency convertibility plan made headlines around the world, the Peronist, though reform-minded, governor of the Province of Mendoza decided to sell or shut down various facilities belonging to Giol. Fecovita, a federation of wine growing cooperatives, purchased Giol’s bottling and distribution facilities in 1990, and some of its grape processing plants in 1997. As a worker and grower-owned cooperative, Fecovita has focused on providing jobs for the long run. During the 1990s, it turned itself into a successful producer of table and fine wines, with exports representing about one fifth of total sales, and ranking 159th among Argentina’s largest exporters, even though it is only the 203rd largest firm in sales ($100.7 million in 1996). It presently employs about 550 people.8

The case of Peñaflor resembles in many respects that of Giol. This third-generation family winery was founded in 1914 by an Italian immigrant in the Province of Mendoza. In 1930 the second generation decided to set up a large distribution facility in Buenos Aires. Betting on the mass production of wines, they began construction of a large winery outside the city of Mendoza in 1948, just two years after General Perón became President. In 1968 it purchased the quality winery Trapiche, then 75 years old. As would be expected from a company obsessed with scale economies, Peñaflor initially attempted to merge its operations with those of Trapiche. This improbable strategy in the wine industry was only recently reversed as the firm realized the importance of having a portfolio of labels and moving towards quality wines. Peñaflor was involved in some early efforts to increase exports. It set
up a Miami distribution office in the 1970s in collaboration with other Argentine wineries, which was shut down in 1993. A similar experience took place in the U.K. In 1981 it created a grape processing and bottling facility in Puerto Rico to serve the local market. In spite of these efforts, only 12 percent of Peñaflor’s sales are exports as of 1996. Its installed production capacity is a staggering 210 million liters, twice Fecovita’s.

Although the Argentine wine industry has produced a number of small high-quality producers, it is still dominated by the likes of Fecovita and Peñaflor. Argentina has traditionally missed the opportunity to export wines, even as other Southern hemisphere countries like Chile, New Zealand or South Africa have succeeded. Various government incentives enticed producers to focus on the domestic market and to mass produce low-quality table wines. Such a strategy discouraged Argentine wineries from improving quality and investing in reputation.

Soju, State Policy and the Advantages of Size in the Korean Context

While grape wine is not big in Korea, soju is. This clear, fiery, almost odorless, and economical liquor was introduced from China in the late 13th century. Soju is distilled from rice, barley and sweet potatoes (so-ju means “made by burning something”). While other traditional liquors exist in Korea, soju became the most popular alcoholic beverage after the Korean War. The government prohibited the traditional method of distillation for being wasteful of such an important source of food as rice. Instead, it encouraged the method of dilution, which adds water to the distilled rice so as to increase the quantity of resulting liquor at the cost of lowering its alcoholic content and quality. Another interesting feature of this industry is that it is dominated by one firm which accounts for almost half of the market, Jinro, and four other smaller firms which jointly account for another 40 percent. Following the Korean pattern, several of the soju companies diversified into unrelated industries, even though the domestic soju market is quite large: $827 million in annual sales of 2.4 billion bottles, i.e. a staggering 54 bottles (some 20 liters) per capita. Although exports of soju started in the 1960s, volumes were very small until the late 1980s. By 1997 Korean soju exports totaled some $55 million, with Japan and the U.S. as the main markets.

As in Argentina with wines, Korean policy-makers followed their interventionist and regulatory instincts in the soju market. In the early 1960s General Park established a policy of “one alcoholic beverage company per province.” Jinro (est. 1924) was blessed with receiving the Seoul and Kyunggi-Do provinces, which account for about 40 percent of the Korean population. In 1972 the state granted Jinro the right to be the exclusive manufacturer of Ginseng liquor, and in 1992 it entered into a joint venture with Coors even though the Korean beer market was shrinking at the time. In 1997 Jinro soju was ranked by Drinks International Magazine as the world’s largest spirits label, with output of 43.8 million cases (9 liters each). With a large territorial monopoly, Jinro rose to become the largest soju company in Korea, and engaged in unrelated diversification and cross-subsidization-foods, pharmaceuticals, construction, advertising, financial services, eventually becoming the 19th largest chaebol. On the eve of the Asian crisis, the Jinro liquors company had a debt-equity ratio of 362 percent, low by Korean standards although high by Western ones (which range between 100 and 200 percent). The Jinro chaebol as whole, though, had reached a ratio of 3,081 percent. Not surprisingly, Jinro was one of the first highly-leveraged chaebol to collapse, five months before the collapse of the Korean currency in November 1997, although it continued operating as a liquors company after shedding real-estate and other businesses. Happily, the crisis reduced the consumption of expensive liquors such as whiskey.
but increased that of cheap ones such as soju.  

The industry’s big bang came in March of 1993 when the government partly abolished the thirty-year old regional monopolies. Jinro’s foray into beer induced the established market leaders to acquire small soju firms so as to compete in Jinro’s traditional stronghold. Chosun took over Bobae and Chungbukso while OB Brewery of the Doosan chaebol acquired Kyungwoul. The most interesting changes, though, came in terms of product innovation. The smaller firms in the industry started to enter regional markets previously forbidden to them with a strategy of new product introduction: Kyungwoul’s smoother “green soju” in 1994; Bohae’s premium soju (combining rice and honey) in 1996; and Kumbokju’s “hang-over-free” soju in 1997. In response, Jinro used its market power to introduce its own labels of higher quality, gentler soju, managing not to lose market share thanks to its larger size and established distribution channels.

The vicissitudes of the smaller firms in the industry illustrate the consequences of an institutional context biased in favor of the large chaebol. Kyungwoul (2nd largest market share with 17 percent) was an independent company for over 70 years before it became in late 1993 a member of the Doosan chaebol (as of 1998 this company is known as Doosan Joo Ryu or Doosan Alcoholic Beverages). This new affiliation enabled Kyungwoul to engage in a major export drive, eventually growing in international markets much faster than Jinro. In China, both Jinro and Doosan-Kyungwoul have set up soju factories to cater to the large Korean-Chinese population in the Northeast part of the country. Bohae was established in 1952 as a family firm, and received in the 1960s a monopoly in the relatively small Chonnam region (4 percent of the population). After liberalization, it attained a 9 percent share of the national soju market. Presently, Bohae employs 700 people and remains under family control. Although this was the company that created the premium soju market segment in 1996, it has failed to gain much by way of market share either in Korea—where distribution channels are key—or abroad. Kumbokju, which holds a tiny 5 percent of the domestic market and barely exports, is also encountering difficulties in gaining market share.

The dominance of a financially troubled Jinro and the rise of Kyungwoul after it became a Doosan chaebol affiliate exemplify the overwhelming importance of size and connections in the Korean economy. Small and medium enterprises may come up with innovations, but the larger rivals have the incumbent power and the muscle to mobilize resources so as to neutralize the smaller rivals. A look at Spanish sparkling wine producers, by contrast, illustrates that SMEs have a better chance in other contexts not so dominated by big business.

### Spanish Sparkling Wines Take over the World

Unlike Argentina and Korea, Spain has long been an exporter of alcoholic beverages, especially red wines. Spanish sparkling wines, however, did not succeed in international markets until the 1980s (Mínguez Sanz 1994). French producers traditionally held sway in world markets, especially in the premium segment. Italian and (later) Californian producers could only hope to sell lower quality sparkling wine enjoying much thinner margins. By the mid 1990s one Spanish firm, Freixenet, had turned the world of sparkling wine upside down, becoming the largest producer with just over 100 million bottles annually. Freixenet also became the leading exporter into the world’s largest market, the United States, selling 12.6 million bottles, closely followed by Martini Rossi’s 11.2 million and leaving far behind the traditional export leader, Moët Chandon at 8.5 million.

Technically speaking, Freixenet does not make “champagne” but “cava,” which is the official denomination for sparkling wines produced in Spain along the Ebro valley and, most
importantly, in the Penedès county located to the West of Barcelona, where production first began in 1892. Thus, Spanish firms in the sparkling wine business have always had to surmount the comparative disadvantage of not being a producer based in the famous French champagne-producing counties, where the méthode champenoise was first developed some three hundred years ago (Prial 1996). Up to the 1970s, the lower quality and weaker reputation of the Spanish producers could only be compensated by lower labor costs than in France, and by tariff barriers. Spanish cava output was mostly sold in the domestic market. By the early 1990s, however, 40 percent of Spanish production was sold in the United States, Germany, the U.K., the C.I.S., Sweden, Switzerland, Canada and other countries (Bonet 1993; Mínguez Sanz 1994). Freixenet accounts for 70 percent of total Spanish exports, even though it has traditionally been the second largest Spanish producer. Codorníu, its bigger, neighboring rival, has been much slower than Freixenet at becoming an exporter, investor in distribution channels abroad, and acquirer of vineyards and production facilities in the U.S. and Latin America. Still, Codorníu is becoming more of an export powerhouse, already ranking among the top six importers in the U.S. market (Adams/Jobson 1996:70).

Despite its growth and international prominence, Freixenet is a family controlled and run company. Its origins date back to 1889. In 1935 it opened a short-lived U.S. sales subsidiary. Beginning in the 1950s it pioneered exports to the U.S. and Europe, but by the late 1970s export levels were still rather small. The big push came with the creation in 1980 of Freixenet USA and in 1984 of Freixenet Alemania GmbH, located in the two largest export markets for sparkling wines. Freixenet’s market entry strategy in the U.S. was absolutely masterful. First, they studied the different market segments and decided to target the one for champagne bottles priced between four and nine dollars. Below that segment one could find the Californian low-quality competitors. Above it were the Italian and Californian high-quality producers, while the French premium champagnes dominated the uppermost end of the market. Then Freixenet introduced a new label specifically for that intermediate segment, the Cordón Negro or “black bottle,” which was supposed to appeal to the young professional class. They supported the launch of the new label with a massive advertising campaign eventually turning the firm into the third largest sparkling wine advertiser in the U.S. market. Freixenet became the U.S. market leader in volume within a short period of time, selling more bottles than all of the French producers combined (Adams/Jobson 1996:71-74). The Cordón Negro was, still, a wine produced and bottled in Spain, and exported to the U.S. and other major markets, thus suffering from a reputation disadvantage relative to the French labels.

In spite of its $33 million annual advertising budget (12 percent of sales), however, massive and astute marketing is not enough to account for Freixenet’s success. Freixenet was torn between adopting industrialized methods of sparkling wine production using large metallic containers, and emulating the traditional méthode champenoise. The former is very efficient, but the quality of the wine suffers greatly. Understanding that its success depended on producing champagne of medium-to-high quality at low cost, Freixenet began spending one percent of revenues on R&D, and developed an automated procedure based on jaulas or “cage-like” racks for the second fermentation of the wine in the bottle, which produces its characteristic sparkling character. These devices hold a great number of bottles, making it possible to automate the daily operation of turning each bottle so as to shake the sediment of dead yeast cells that accumulate in the neck of the bottle. This operation was traditionally performed by hand. For a high-volume firm producing 100 million bottles annually, automation represented a major advantage, especially at a time when labor costs in Spain were rising quickly. This production innovation has allowed Freixenet to mass
produce sparkling wine of consistent medium-to-high quality at low cost.

After building its reputation and improving its production methods, Freixenet transformed itself into a full-fledged multinational firm. In 1985 it founded Freixenet Sonoma Caves in California (one million bottles of the Gloria Ferrer label), and acquired the third oldest (1757) French champagne house, Henri Abelé of Reims (400,000 bottles), in a clear attempt to learn about new trends and technologies in the industry. In 1986 it created the Sala Vivé vineyard in Mexico (400,000 bottles). These and other domestic acquisitions allowed Freixenet to almost double its production capacity in a matter of two years and position its new labels in the higher segments of the market. In the late 1980s and early 1990s Freixenet opened marketing and sales subsidiaries in France, Russia, Mexico, Australia, Japan and China. The U.S. market has lost growth potential as the dollar weakened and anti-alcohol campaigns reduced overall demand. In addition to its grape and wine producing facilities in the U.S., Mexico and France, Freixenet is now planning to acquire wineries in Australia, Chile and Russia. The French and Italian and Californian volume producers can only look enviously at Freixenet’s superior price-quality mix while the firm expands into untapped countries and moves upmarket swiftly during the late 1990s, aided by a weaker peseta.

Freixenet’s success is built on a rare combination of capabilities. It certainly has benefited from a judicious application of the concept of economies of scale. However, the firm has refused to grow indiscriminately and to diversify, even into related fields. Moreover, Freixenet remains family controlled and managed. Its drive to be different has allowed it to make a dent in the global economy.

Policy, Location and Organizational Dynamics in the Wine Industry

The export success of Freixenet in an industry traditionally dominated by French and Italian producers demonstrates that firms can adapt to changing circumstances and adverse conditions. Unlike in Argentina and Korea, policy makers in Spain did not intervene heavily in the alcoholic beverage industry. No state-owned company was ever created to regulate the market, even though the Franco regime set up large state-owned enterprises in almost every industry. Moreover, economic policies and conditions during the 1980s and early 1990s tended to hurt the wine producers rather than benefit them: labor costs soared; a strong peseta policy was implemented until 1992 to curb inflation; and trade liberalization eliminated tariffs that had protected the industry for years. In the midst of adversity, firms like Freixenet and Codorníu successfully pursued international opportunities in the Americas, Europe and East Asia even though they encountered fierce competition from their better prepared French and Italian rivals.

Field interviews strongly suggest that the Spanish wineries have had one key advantage when compared to their Argentine counterparts. Spain allowed much more foreign investment in consumer goods during the 1960s and 1970s than Argentina did. As a result, Spanish firms in the food and beverages industry were long accustomed to competing against foreign multinationals on price, quality and product differentiation. Multinationals revolutionized marketing and advertising practices in Spanish consumer markets. Moreover, Spanish wineries—especially those making sparkling wines—are located near the industrial belt surrounding Barcelona, home to many domestic and foreign consumer goods firms. In Argentina, by contrast, most wineries are in the Province of Mendoza, some 600 miles away from Buenos Aires. The transportation and business infrastructure leaves a lot to be desired in Mendoza, but is world-class in and around Barcelona. Machinery, metal working and
assembly shops are much larger and innovative in the Barcelona area than in Mendoza (Toulan and Guillén 1997; Guillén and Toulan 1997), thus making it easier for wineries to emulate the mechanization and production skills being developed in other industries. Regulation and a bias for size has also hurt Korean liquor manufacturers, which have only recently realized the potential of export markets. The most innovative firms, however, have been swallowed by the *chaebol*.

The wine and liquor industry illustrates the dynamics among the three main types of organizational forms that one finds across developing countries: small and medium enterprises, large business groups, and multinational enterprises. Small and medium enterprises and large business groups are often at odds with each other. If the latter are fostered by the government with subsidized credit and other privileges, smaller firms suffer and find it difficult to innovate and export, as the Korean situation exemplifies. If, on the other hand, the government encourages foreign multinationals to invest under relatively free conditions, small and medium enterprises eventually thrive as they become suppliers to the multinationals or emulate their patterns of behavior, as in the Spanish context. Large business groups, however, see their importance reduced by the arrival of foreign multinationals under relatively free conditions. The Argentine situation lies somewhere in between the vibrancy of Spanish smaller enterprises and the might of the Korean business groups, with state-owned enterprises traditionally playing an important role.

### III. ON GLOBALIZATION AND DIVERSITY

The wine and liquor industry is just one illustration of the diverse ways in which countries and organizations within them deal with globalization. In the book I present evidence on a bewildering array of diversity in economic action and organizational form at the country, industry and firm levels of analysis. My narrative makes systematic comparisons among Argentina’s love-hate affair with globality, Korea’s single-minded, nationalist drive to increase exports and outward foreign investment, and Spain’s pragmatic engagement with the global economy. At the industry level, I contrast Spain’s success in automobile assembly and component manufacturing thanks to foreign investment with Korea’s prowess in automobile assembly but beleaguered component manufacturers and with Argentina’s unrewarding attempts to develop a viable industry. People who do not object to foreign ownership might find the Spanish experience appealing while those concerned with indigenous technological development might opt for Korea’s route. I also review Korea’s use of the banks as instruments of industrial policy, Argentina’s relatively stable financial system and Spain’s world-class banks. Again, those concerned about foreign ownership might like the Spanish solution better than the Argentine one while those worried about the power of the banks over industry might prefer the Korean approach.

At the organizational level, I document the awesome might of the diversified Korean *chaebol*, the adaptability of the Argentine *grupos*, and the vibrancy of Spain’s worker-owned cooperatives and small and medium enterprises. I explain how each of these types of firms has engaged the global economy by networking across borders. I also provide evidence on Korean and Argentine organized labor’s reservations about the presence of foreign multinationals, and Spanish labor’s partnership with them. Spanish labor unions engaged the global economy and enjoy recognition and influence. In Argentina, by contrast, they are rather powerless, even though they do not have to face the repressive practices of the Korean government. In sum, countries and organizations approach development and globalization in different ways. They yearn to be different as a way of making a dent in the global
economy. And they excel and fail at different things.

Modernist policy makers and social scientists would like us to believe that there has to be a one best way, a perfect or most efficient organizational form or mode of integration in the global economy that eventually predominates. An institutional perspective on development and globalization, by contrast, not only celebrates the diversity of the world, but also argues that there is no room for the one best way in the global economy. There is simply no arrangement or course of action that can deliver everything at once, either at the country, industry or organizational level of analysis. In this section I first recapitulate the evidence presented in the book to demonstrate that the various paths taken by newly industrialized countries and their firms have resulted in combinations of strengths and weaknesses, of achievements and failures. Then I discuss three cardinal questions of our global era: whether globalization leads to homogeneity or diversity; whether the economic must take precedence over the political for countries and firms to succeed in the global economy or vice versa; and whether the East Asian crisis marks a turning point in globalization or not.

Strengths and Weaknesses, Achievements and Failures

The evidence presented in this book suggests that neither Argentina nor South Korea or Spain can be proposed as perfect models of economic and sociopolitical development. Each path to development brings with it not only strengths and achievements but also weaknesses and failures, as summarized in Table 3 (see also the quantitative information in Table 2).

Argentina can boast monetary stability and openness to the global economy as considerable achievements in a region of the world mired by inflation and anti-foreign attitudes. Foreign investors are unambiguously betting on a country considered to be a basket case just a decade ago. Its economic weaknesses and failures, however, are equally noteworthy. The country has one of the best educated populations in the world, but is utterly dependent on foreign technology and know-how. Most importantly, Argentina has thus far been unable to reverse decades of inward-looking development. Exports are still low relative to the size and potential of the economy, and the country’s close integration with Brazil has retarded restructuring in key industries such as automobiles, chemicals, petrochemicals and steel. It is only a mild exaggeration to conclude that Argentina has not yet abandoned import-substitution policies wholeheartedly.

By contrast to Argentina, South Korea has demonstrated it can export everything from chips to ships, to paraphrase the motto of one of the country’s leading chaebol. Moreover, Korea is easily the newly industrialized country with a stronger proprietary technology base, especially in electronics, even though it is still heavily dependent in other fields. These are no minor achievements for a country that was among Asia’s poorest just a generation ago. Korea’s economic weaknesses and outright failures, however, make it difficult to propose as a model to emulate. The country’s financial system is in disarray, and the small and medium enterprise sector has been so disadvantaged that it cannot contribute its fair share in terms of innovation, exports and foreign investment.

Spain represents in many ways a story of success. After decades of wrongheaded policies and subservience to interest group pressures, the country has been able to put its house in order and pursue full economic and monetary integration with Europe. This is, again, no minor achievement for a country that was once among the most insular on the continent. Integration with Europe has resulted in a massive presence of foreign multinationals, which has contributed to the decline of large Spanish-owned manufacturing firms but the rise of a vibrant sector of small and medium enterprises. A second unique achievement is the
stability and competitiveness of its banking sector, which is making history in terms of international expansion. There is, however, no shortage of weaknesses and failures in the Spanish development experience. First and foremost, unemployment remains the highest among the industrialized countries, reaching almost 50 percent among the youngest age group. Simply put, half of the baby-boom generation has been wasted or underemployed. The human drama is truly breadth-taking: unrealized dreams of personal independence and a shattered sense of dignity among the young. The other weakness of the Spanish economy is its limited ability to generate technological innovations, a situation that is reducing the country’s potential in the global economy.

Argentina, South Korea and Spain also have mixed records when it comes to socio-political development (see Table 3). The three countries have successfully made a transition to democracy after decades of authoritarian or semiauthoritarian rule. In addition, Argentina achieved national reconciliation during the 1980s after years of bitterness, turmoil and near civil war. Meanwhile, Korea has been able to improve the standard of living of its population as a whole, without generating inequality. And Spain has forged a strong consensus behind most of the key social, political and economic issues affecting the country—with the notable exception of how to accommodate the aspirations of centrifugal nationalist movements. Sociopolitical weaknesses and failures are also apparent in each country. Argentina suffers from degrees of corruption and income inequality that Korea and Spain seem to have avoided. Korea has yet to learn how to build consensus in a country in which regional, rural-urban, and class divides loom large, and it also needs to recognize and enforce full labor rights. Spain, for its part, needs to eradicate the remaining corporatist interests that are still privileging certain business and professional groups.

Three Key Debates of the Global Era

The institutional approach and empirical evidence presented in this book help answer three key questions about the global era. Does globalization produce homogeneity or diversity in the world? Should economic growth take precedence over political reform or vice versa? What is to be made of the East Asian crisis? Consistent with the view of globalization advanced in this book, I shall argue that globalization produces diversity in economic action and organizational form, requires a high degree of consensus based on fully legitimate political institutions and will not be derailed by the Asian crisis.

1. Homogeneity Versus Diversity

If globalization is a process by which actors in the world become more mutually aware of each other, then it multiplies the chances of linkage and the possibilities for exchange. As actors become less bound by location, they will find it easier to develop their own identity. In the modern, world cross-border brokers such as the state and other powerful organizations played a key role in the adoption and diffusion of new possibilities for economic action and organizational forms. The enhanced possibilities for networking in a global world makes it easier for individuals, communities, firms and labor unions to bypass brokers, to look around by themselves, to adopt the patterns of economic action and organizational form that they find most appealing. Thus, globalization encourages diversity rather than homogeneity.

The evidence presented in this book speaks to the growing interconnections among actors and the resulting diversity in economic action and organizational form. Governments, firms and labor unions in Argentina, South Korea and Spain not only did not
converge in their approach to development and globalization; they actively sought to be
different. For example, the Korean *chaebol* have succeeded at mobilizing vast amounts of
labor and capital, while Argentine groups have demonstrated their ability to reinvent them-
several under changing circumstances, and worker-owned cooperative groups and small and
medium enterprises in Spain have thrived under the conditions created by full economic
integration with Europe. In so doing, each of these organizational forms engaged global-
ization by establishing ties within and across borders that enabled them to be different.

2. The Sequence of Economic and Political Change

The thesis that political reform can—or even should—wait for economic development or
adjustment became popular during the 1980s and 1990s. Its proponents point to countries
such as Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, China and Chile as proof of the effective-
ness of authoritarian government when it comes to raising countries up economically or
rescuing them out of economic trouble. In particular, military or single-party authoritarian
regimes are said to be more adept at making painful macroeconomic adjustments to a world
economy undergoing globalization, as in the cases of South Korea, Thailand, Chile, Mexico
and Taiwan during the 1980s.

There are at least four problems with this line of argument. First, new democracies
frequently have a poor record in terms of economic performance compared to authoritarian
regimes precisely because it is during times of crisis that most dictatorships collapse or give
way to a democratic transition under pressure from a disgruntled business community and
labor unrest. New democracies in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, the Philippines and
Uruguay, among other countries, inherited acute economic problems from economically
incompetent dictatorships, a circumstance that made it hard for them to deliver good eco-
nomic results in the short run (Haggard and Kaufman 1995). In other cases, dictators
happened to pass away in the midst of a world economic crisis, as in Spain. Second, the
relatively few authoritarian regimes that manage to make effective macroeconomic adjust-
ments before the transition to democracy begins are generally able to do so at the cost of
engaging in wholesale repression, as the cases of Chile and South Korea during the 1980s
illustrate. And repression does not nearly always work: many authoritarian regimes force
disastrous economic reforms upon business and labor, as in Argentina during the late 1970s.
Third, authoritarian regimes are not the only ones that have succeeded at introducing
economic reforms. There are cases of new democracies that inherit an economy in crisis
from a preceding dictatorship and manage to make a “dual” or simultaneous economic and
political transition, namely, Spain and Portugal during the late 1970s and 1980s (Bermeo
1994a, 1994b; see also Centeno 1994).

The fourth and most compelling reason why it makes sense not to subordinate political
reform to economic adjustment has to do with the nature of globalization itself. Authoritarian
regimes have a very hard time dealing with globalization. Cross-border flows of
information, people, goods and money just make it more difficult to control populations
and economic actors, and to get away with repression. For example, during the 1960s and
early 1970s Spanish unions benefited from the presence of foreign multinationals, which
could not mistreat their Spanish workers without arousing international criticism. The
South Korean government could not deal with labor unrest in 1987 as harshly as it used to
in the past because of the international publicity surrounding the upcoming Seoul Olympic
Games of 1988, another manifestation of globalization. More recently, the Zapatista rebels
in Mexico were able to turn global awareness of repression and hardship in the Chiapas
3. Globalization and the Turmoil in East Asia

The recent crisis in East Asia provides additional evidence against the presumed superiority of authoritarian regimes in dealing with globalization. The lack of political legitimacy of the Indonesian ruling elite is proving to be devastating precisely at a time when key economic decisions need to be made. The difficulties of reaching consensus on a solution to the crisis in South Korea after decades of authoritarian rule which excluded labor and other groups from the policy-making arena is also hampering this country’s ability to respond to the Asian crisis.

The financial collapse of several of the high-growth East Asian economies in 1997 is not to be seen as proof of the ills of globalization. Rather, it represents a sober reminder of the importance of being different. The real problem in East Asia is that countries in the region have been competing against each other for a share of the global market using the same template: low-cost mass production of goods designed and marketed, though not always manufactured, by foreign multinationals. Asian countries that steered away from this strategy—most notably Taiwan with its dynamic and responsive small and medium enterprises (Fields 1995; Orrù et al. 1997)—have escaped the turmoil largely unscathed. South Korea’s effort to invest in proprietary technology, distribution and marketing is another, still incomplete attempt to become different. At the root of the Asian crisis lies the commitment of vast amounts of resources—labor and borrowed money—to megalomaniac industrial and construction projects: shipbuilding, automobiles, petrochemicals, electronics and office space (Krugman 1994; Wade 1998:1539; Wade and Veneroso 1998c:31). This mobilization of resources was fueled by the cultural and elite competition behaviors that Biggart (1998) has called “deep finance” in the case of South Korea. The unrealistic assumptions about economic and export growth underlying such large-scale investments in new production capacity had to become apparent sooner or later. And they did so at the worst possible moment, i.e. when the Japanese economy, financial system and currency were unusually weak.

The turmoil in Asia also demonstrates that modernist approaches to economic development and adjustment cause more harm than good in a global world by preventing countries and firms from being different. The severity of the crisis by country has been proportional not only to the underlying over capacity problem but also to the degrees to which local financial institutions were in trouble and cross-border capital flows liberalized. The leading Western powers and the international lending agencies persuaded and pressured Asian governments during the 1980s and 1990s to adopt a liberal set of rules concerning capital mobility. Meanwhile, companies continued to borrow and banks—both local and foreign—continued to lend. When confidence in the region began to erode after the Thai debacle, capital moved out and currencies plunged. And when the IMF moved in to provide bailout loans it misdiagnosed the situation in thinking that high interest rates would help stabilize currencies, ignoring or downplaying their harmful effects on the highly indebted companies throughout the region. Free capital mobility and tight monetary policies are part of the one-size-fits-all policy toolkit that the IMF uses in its rescue operations. It represents a modernist approach to economic and financial adjustment that may work for some countries and in some situations, for example Mexico and Argentina in 1995. It is a recipe, however, that is institutionally incompatible with the high savings and leveraged business sector of most East Asian countries, as a chorus of highly respected neoclassical and political economists has...
indicated (Krugman 1998; Rodrik 1998; Sachs 1998; Wade 1998; Wade and Veneroso 1998a, 1998b, 1998c). Household frugality and financial leverage are precisely what allowed South Korean firms, for example, to grow quickly over the last four decades. So the IMF’s imposition of a tight monetary policy is preventing South Korean businesses from following their instincts and desires to be different in the global economy, even at the cost of making mistakes, which they have indeed.

It should be carefully noted that it is grossly inaccurate to equate globalization with unhindered capital movements, and the end of globalization with the reintroduction of curbs to the free movement of capital. While excessive financial deregulation both triggered the Asian crisis and aggravated its consequences throughout the region and beyond, the growing importance of cross-border financial flows is only one among the many causes and manifestations of globalization. The global world is characterized first and foremost by a growing mutual awareness and interdependence among social, economic and political units. Whether capital movements are regulated again or not—and perhaps they should be in some regions—will not derail the process of globalization. Neither will tighter international financial regulations diminish globalization’s most important corollary, namely, that it pays to be different.

*    *    *

Globalization raises the likelihood of actors being aware of each other, potentially offering endless opportunities for them to relate to one another. It compels us to abandon modernist dogmas as to what is the best policy for development, the optimal way to organize markets and industries, the right organizational form, the best managerial practice. It asks us instead to look for the differences across and within countries, regions, communities, industries and organizations; to look for what makes each of them unique and valuable. Globalization is neither to be opposed as a menace nor to be celebrated as a panacea; it is to be engaged: comprised, located, given form. To be sure, a global world is more unpredictable and ambiguous than the modern world of the recent past. But it allows individuals and organizations to grow out of the straightjackets of location and the modern nation-state, to express themselves in a more boundless way, to pursue their identities without having to conform to a dominant model or paradigm. The task of an institutional theory of development is precisely to provide an understanding of how difference empowers and enriches without denying the unity and mutual awareness that globalization entails.
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Mauro Guillén responds

Evelyne Huber correctly notes that the approach presented in this paper suffers from a relative lack of clarity regarding the most important issue of the static versus dynamic nature of a country’s institutions and policies over time. It is abundantly clear from my field research, and from the empirical evidence that I present in the paper, that newly industrialized countries change their approach to development over time in response to a host of domestic and international circumstances. It is also apparent that part of the process of development has to do with institutional change, as modernization theorists emphasized so much in the 1950s. Having said that, let me turn to the two specific comments included in Evelyne’s critique. First, that the theoretical approach in the paper is akin to the theory of comparative advantage in economics. Second, that there is room for comparison of best approaches or practices to development within groups of comparable countries.
It is important for me to clarify what the object of my study is before I respond to the first comment. I am interested in documenting and explaining variation in organizational forms over the course of economic development. By organizational forms I mean different kinds of enterprises such as diversified business groups, family firms, worker-owned cooperatives, state-owned enterprises, foreign multinationals, and so on. I strive to understand why newly industrialized countries differ so much in terms of the 'mix' of enterprises that has resulted from their development experience. I argue that such differences have to do with various aspects of each country's social organization and political system. I further submit in the paper, and in the book, that the differences are not dysfunctional in the economic sense and that there is no one best outcome in terms of organizational forms. Different organizational forms are consistent with different strategies of development and with different roles for the country to play in the global economy. This is the argument that such scholars as Bendix (1956), Geertz (1963) and Dore (1973) formulated when studying organizational transformations over the course of economic development in the Anglo-american, Russian, Indonesian and Japanese social and political contexts.

Thus, my argument is in fact loosely related to the concept of comparative advantage in economics. It is fundamentally different in three important respects, however. First, I do not think that factor endowments (capital, labor, land) are the only relevant cross-national dimensions. My analysis is much richer for it includes social organization and politics as part of the features or resources that countries and their enterprises can draw upon in the pursuit of economic growth. Most importantly, I see social and political resources not as constraints but as enabling mechanisms. Second, my approach also differs from comparative advantage in that I see economic, social and political resources as changeable, malleable as they are socially and politically constructed. It would be unrealistic for me to argue that societies do not change or that political practices are fixed. They change, especially in countries undergoing rapid economic development. I refer in the paper to multiple instances of such change, some continuous, some discontinuous. But what is even more important regarding this second difference between my approach and the theory of comparative advantage is that I strongly believe that resources are socially and politically constructed. Thus, it is not enough to say that Korea had 'cheap' labor in the 1960s that could be used to promote export-led growth. It was necessary for the state to define labor as cheap, treat it as cheap, and make it clear to all actors (domestic and foreign) that labor was cheap, either by persuasion or repression. I think it is clear from this example that my approach is not only more realistic but also theoretically more powerful than that of the theory of comparative advantage.

I discuss in the first section of the paper these two ways in which my theory departs from comparative advantage. I would like to add a third one here that has to do with the very subject of my study. While the theory of comparative advantage is all about the aggregate welfare of a country (or of its population), my theory aims at predicting the organizational forms that result from economic development. I do specify in the last section of the paper some of the social and political consequences of different combinations of organizational forms. Let me reiterate that each combinations has its pluses and minuses, as summarized in Table 3. Thus, it really depends on what one would prefer to emphasize, i.e., income equality, fast growth, quality of life, worker rights, diffusion of power, etc. In my experience and as my research has shown, it is hard, very hard indeed, for a newly industrialized country to achieve all of these things at once. Hard decisions need to be made, and they are fundamentally political. As a matter of record, I prefer to emphasize worker rights, income equality and quality of life over fast growth and concentration of power.
Evelyne’s second issue is an important one. I think that my effort to clarify what I am studying here—organizational forms—should go a long way towards elucidating the relationship among institutions, government policies, and organizational forms. It is obvious that the causal links between pairs of these three variables do not run in one direction only. Development is a complex phenomenon, given all too easily to indiscriminate simplification. I do believe that institutions affect government policy and vice versa. Both affect development possibilities and development outcomes (including organizational forms). And yet, as the Spanish, Argentine and Korean experiences illustrate, development changes institutions and government policies. All scientific study represents an effort to control variation and to reduce the overwhelming complexity in the world to some parsimonious theory, explanation, argument or (as I prefer to call it) story. My story—backed up by systematic evidence—is that development does not result in convergence towards one best way, model or practice. Institutions and political traditions, however changing, set countries on different trajectories. Those trajectories are coherent in that they relate to social and political structure in discernible ways. And each trajectory makes ‘sense’, if only one is willing to give some thought to it and to analyze it systematically. I agree with Evelyne in that comparing sets of reasonably ‘comparable’ countries is the way to go. We disagree on the goal of such comparison. For me it is a way of illuminating different experiences, of putting them in reciprocal relief, of gaining a superior understanding of diversity and difference. For her it seems to be a way of searching for the answer to that most elusive question of all time: is there a best way? I do not think such a thing exists, even though it sure helps to rule out extreme options. All I can and would like to say is that one cannot rule out the Korean, Argentine or Spanish experiences and routes to development as totally unacceptable or as unworthy of attention. And one can certainly learn from them, from their successes and their failures.

Comments by Michael Mosher

Mauro Guillén’s “Diversity in Globalization” is a thoroughly admirable paper. The wine production stories which illustrate its claims are also models of sensitivity to multiple contexts. Though there is no reason to be overly optimistic, I share Guillén’s relative optimism about globalization and his sense that it accommodates “diversity” rather than “homogenization” or “convergence.” I have a question about the limits of this diversity which may or may not amount to an objection. In addition, Mauro has proposed to me another question, “why do you persist in thinking that my work is compatible with neoclassical analysis?” The reader will recall that neoclassical economics is the fifth of five schools of “modernist” thought none of which accommodate diversity in quite the manner his sixth and superior “institutional” school does. Permit me to raise both questions as a way of re-imagining the rich possibilities found in the author’s argument.

Neoclassical analysis is normatively biased in favor of some kinds of markets, but in and of itself it neither prescribes nor predicts the variety of firms which may inhabit any of these markets. It would say, in common with much other commentary, that markets inherently support diverse strategies. If such an analysis were to narrowly prescribe “winners,” it would claim to have the kind of knowledge that would make the market price mechanism irrelevant since there would then exist (which neither Guillén nor the neoclassical analyst believes) a body of expert knowledge which could point unequivocally in the direction of wealth creation. If we had this knowledge we wouldn’t need a market to show us the way:
we could be more confident that we could design a smart state, and fill it with smart actors who could push the market forward in the right way. If we don’t believe we have the keys to the kingdom, we will opt for more society friendly approaches that both the neoclassical and the institutionalist schools exemplify. We will favor unplanned initiatives from as many directions as possible, subject only to a state which provides market rules and to at least one underlying economic constraint. However innovative a firm’s strategy may be, it operates under the minimal constraint of needing, in the long run, to show a return on invested capital. That there should be such a minimalist universal constraint is why we are justified in referring globally to “capitalism.” Neoclassical analysis is a tool for analyzing the diversity of market results, and not a bludgeon for experts who know in advance what combination of factors will make a winning combination.

Globalization may promote diversity, but it is neither unlimited nor always desirable. Suppose the 26 letters of the English alphabet correspond to maximum diversity. From this universe a situation which offered 4 options, H through K, would obviously not count as a good illustration of diversity. But consider two broader scenarios that offered respectively, 10 options, J through S; and 15 options, A through O? You might want to argue that the 15 options scenario was prima facie better than a 10 options scenario. But what if in selecting a wider range by going for the 15 scale, A through O, you eliminated your favored strategy, contained in P through S? Moreover, what if new possibilities, A to I, contained deplorable firm strategies?

Mauro claims to favor diversity all the way down. But on a closer inspection of the scenarios he presents, they look more like the move from the 10 option sequence, J through S, to the 15 option sequence, A through O. There is some overlap, some elimination, and greater diversity on the second sequence than on the first, but more important, neither scenario represents maximum diversity. Why? Because Mauro’s favored society-centric approach, whether described with a bare bones neoclassical model or fleshed out in thickly described institutional cases, is biased against the state-centric approach. Similarly, given the cognitive confidence of the state-centric theorists, their models have tended to limit rather than encourage the unplanned diversity preferred by the society-centric kind. Moreover, many state-centric forms are less viable in a society-friendly environment and thus the state-centric firms will tend to drop out. For instance, cross-share holding keiretsu or chaebols depended upon states that built financial fire walls around Japan and Korea. With deregulation, while some of the keiretsu and chaebols may survive, they will necessarily have to change. Bank centered financing requires a state that does not permit stock markets to compete with banks in finance, but with the advent of deregulation (i.e. with an opening to a global market), formerly top banks suffer from competitive disadvantage while all surviving banks strive to reinvent themselves. While there may be in globalization a society-friendly advance toward diversity (the A to O model), there will also be a reduction of diversity in the state-centric direction, as P through S, and firms dependent on state-centric regimes, are now at a severe competitive disadvantage or have disappeared.

Mauro Guillén makes an effort to be neutral to both state-centric and society-friendly forms of economic organization in acknowledging that “countries and organizations ... yearn to be different,” and in expressing the hope that each country and firm will find a “unique place ... under the sun of the global economy.” But Guillén also anticipates that in bringing society back in, “globalization” will “reassess the role of the state.” The reassessment is not positive. His indictment of the “modernist” approach is addressed precisely to its statist premise which would require cognitively superior governments to “mobilize” cognitively inferior and allegedly “trapped” actors. The negative view is most clearly borne out in the
cases where state led Argentina exhibits disasters while state-centric Korea, though better off, is not as sound as “pragmatic” Spain. The Argentine and Korean states engage in “intrusive practices,” while Spain’s “open policy toward multinationals” was more beneficial. There is a sort of Whig history in this comparison of diversities where the least state-centric model turns out to be the most fetching.

Let us return to the six schools of thought admirably summarized in Table 1. In many respects I have no complaint about this particular classification, but as with all such schemes, one could ask either why not more schools or why not fewer? For instance, however useful it is to see the many small differences that generate a variety of schools, there is also something to be said for the dichotomizing mentality which would see only two schools here, not six. Three of the schools (dependency, world systems, and late industrialization) share the perspective that, whatever the problems afflicting the economy, some sort of knowledgeable and strongly interventionist state will eventually have to pick up the reins of control. Neither the neoclassical nor the institutional schools share this confidence, which is presumably why they are open to unanticipatable, socially generated diversity. That it is more attuned to the micro-logic of corporate structures and to cultural possibilities does not make the institutional school incompatible with neoclassical analysis, since the latter recognizes itself to be but an abstraction from thick institutional descriptions.

My only problem is where to fit the first school, the modernization theorists, into this dichotomy. I can certainly see Mauro’s point. On grounds of arrogance alone, and a know-it-all attitude, the post-World War Two modernizers displayed enough cognitive confidence to place them with their rivals in the state-centric camp. Then it might be appropriate to label all five schools as symptoms of a disease called modernity, a contagion traceable to the Enlightenment, and to opt for a kind of postmodern cure in an institutionalist school that is open to diversity. I prefer, however, another interpretation. The arrogance of the modernizers was typical of the Americans who won a great war, and says relatively little about anything beyond this generation, and certainly doesn’t reach back to indict eighteenth century European thinkers. What distinguishes the modernizers from their state-centric rivals, and puts them into the camp of both neoclassical economics and Guillén’s institutionalists is that all three recognize the state having only a limited role to play. However important the state’s regulatory work may be, the heavy lifting of a productive economy must come from a multidimensional “society.”

Mauro Guillén responds

As in the case of Evelyne’s comments, I am very grateful to Michael for compelling me to rethink and clarify certain aspects of the paper and the book on which it is based. He essentially raises two issues. First, while globalization (or capitalist development in general) does not produce total convergence towards homogeneity, it does set certain parameters, or in Kerr et al.’s (1960) famous terms, modernization produces “convergence towards a range of alternatives.” Second, Michael argues that the six theories in Table 1 fall into two camps, a state-centric and a more society-centered one, with my own approach included in the latter. Thus, Michael seems to agree with Evelyne in that my theory is fairly similar to the neoclassical view of the world. Let me deal with these two comments in turn.

I think it is important to put semantic and linguistic issues aside when discussing the issue of convergence. Convergence is a process, not a state. Thus, it is only appropriate to talk about convergence towards something. Whether they want to admit it or not, all previous theories of development in Table 1 make the case for convergence, even though
they make very different assumptions. In particular, they all predict convergence in organizational form, which is the variable I am interested in understanding. I agree with Michael that different strategies of development eliminate certain possibilities, but they also open up new ones, in many cases unintendedly so. It was not in the minds of Spanish liberal policy-makers during the 1970s and 1980s, for example, that worker-owned and family-owned enterprises would thrive to the extent that they did in the wake of deregulation and integration with Europe. They surely anticipated the rise of foreign multinationals on Spanish soil. But they did not anticipate to what extent those “premodern” organizational forms would benefit from the new policies, which were not directly targeted at them.

Let me reply more directly to Michael’s first point by reiterating my argument and evidence in a concise way. I document in this paper and book that no matter how different or similar Argentina, South Korea and Spain were in 1950 (I would argue there were relatively similar in terms of government policy and organizational forms), they grew vastly different over the next four decades as they developed economically. Such different paths and outcomes can be understood in terms of each country’s social and political characteristics, some of which changed over the period. The punchline is that economic development is not a ‘master’ process, is not about differentiation and integration (modernization theory), is not about simplistic dependency or center-periphery traps (dependency or world-system theory), is not about a best policy that the state should impose on the society (late-industrialization theory), and is not about markets getting the prices right (neoclassical economics). It is at the same time more complex and simpler than that. It is more complex because there are multiple contingencies, unanticipated consequences, happenstance, exogenous shocks, and so on, that derail and blur the neatly-built scenarios painted by previous theories of development. It is simpler because the logic of diversity and difference is straightforward, as long as one is willing to accept it.

The second issue raised by Michael is a very important one. He is right in pointing out that three of the theories that I discuss—dependency, world-system, late-industrialization—have a certain degree of faith in the state as the key actor in development. The other three, Michael argues, are suspicious about the state if not openly opposed to its playing any role of importance in the economy-modernization, neoclassical economics, and the institutional approach that I propose. I have trouble accepting that my institutional approach belongs in the same basket as modernization theory and neoclassical economics. The contrasts between my approach and modernization theory are most apparent. I do not believe in evolutionary stages, I do not buy into the convergence thesis, and I do not think that ‘traditional’ organizational forms are inimical to development. I agree with modernization theory’s emphasis on values and ideologies, but, again, I do not accept its argument that there has to be a shift from traditionalism to modernity in order for development to occur.

I sincerely believe that the differences between my approach and neoclassical economics are stark. Let me enumerate the ones I consider crucial. First, I take preferences as problematic, and hence study actors’ ideologies and motives. Second, I assume actors to be embedded in networks of social and political relationships that shape their perception of the world, their sense-making, and their strategies of action. Third, I assume that efficiency-maximizing behavior cannot be isolated from the social and political context in which it takes place. Fourth, my method is an interpretive one, i.e., I strive to understand why actors act in the way they do. These different assumptions help to better understand some of the ways in which I think my approach departs from the theory of comparative advantage (see my response to Evelyne’s comments).

While I agree with Michael that neoclassical economics can accommodate difference
and diversity, I must underline here that when it comes to development and development outcomes, it does not. Economic theories of development (or of transition from plan to market) are unwilling to take preexisting patterns of economic and social organization as ‘building-blocks’ for development. As I explain in the first section of the paper, they almost always argue that only the imposition of the market model and of certain modern institutions associated with it can allow a country to realize its full potential, i.e., to maximize the welfare of its citizens. But most importantly for my argument here, neoclassical economics does not believe in firms or in various types of firms, unless there is market failure, that is, unless the market does not work or is not allowed to work. This is where I vehemently disagree with neoclassical economics, for they cannot see business groups or worker-owned cooperatives unless markets fail. I think this perspective is not only a poor one conceptually but also of limited use when it comes to understanding the extreme diversity in organizational form that economic development has produced across countries and regions of the world.
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